
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 10, pp. 722 { 725 c 2010 November 25Current non-conservation e�ects in ultra-high energy neutrinointeractionsR.Fiore1), V.R. Zoller1)+Dipartimento di Fisica, Universit�a della CalabriaandIstituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Gruppo collegato di Cosenza, I-87036 Rende, Cosenza, Italy+ITEP, 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 14 October 2010The overall hardness scale of the ultra-high energy neutrino-nucleon interactions is usually estimated asQ2 � m2W . The e�ect of non-conservation of weak currents pushes this scale up to the top quark mass squaredand changes dynamics of the scattering process. The Double Leading Log Approximation provides simple andnumerically accurate formula for the top-bottom contribution to the total cross section ��N . Correspondingcorrection to ��N appears to be numerically large. It is comparable with the leading contribution evaluated inthe massless quark approximation.New ideas [1] about the origin of neutrino uxes fromactive galactic nuclei, gamma ray bursts or from de-cay of exotic heavy particles inspired many publicationson the ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrino-nucleon totalcross sections ��N [2 { 5]. The UHE interactions corre-spond to neutrino energy above E� � 108 GeV, wherethe gauge boson exchange probes the gluon density inthe target nucleon at very small values of Bjorken x.The gluon density at small x is known to be a rapidlyrising function of Q2. Its rise is tamed, however, by thepropagator of the gauge boson which sets the restriction[2 { 5] Q2 . m2W : (1)This value of Q2 represents the overall hardness scale ofthe process induced by the light quark current, m2q �� Q2. The top-bottom current needs special care. Inthis communication we show that the charged currentnon-conservation (CCNC) e�ect pushes the hardnessscale up to the top quark mass squared, m2t , and cru-cially changes dynamics of the process 2).The di�erential cross section for the neutrino-nucleoninteractions is expressible in terms of the longitudinal,FL, transverse, FT , and left-right antisymmetric, F3,structure functions. In standard notations it readsx d��NdxdQ2 = G2F2� � m2Wm2W +Q2�2 �� �(1� y)FL+�1� y + y22 �FT+y �1� y2�xF3� ; (2)1)e-mail: �ore@cs.infn.it, zoller@itep.ru2)Preliminary results have been reported at the Di�raction 2010Workshop [6].

It is the longitudinal structure function FL which isthe carrier of the CCNC e�ect. Indeed, for longitu-dinal/scalar W-boson with polarization vector "L� thevector or axial-vector transition vertex W ! t�b is/ "L�J� / @�J� / mt � mb: Therefore, FL which is/ "L�T��"L� provides a measure of the CCNC e�ect, hereT�� stands for the imaginary part of the forward scat-tering Compton amplitude.To the Leading Log(1=x) Approximation, the oper-ational de�nition of the di�erential glue for any targetis provided by the �-factorization representation3) cor-responding to the gauge invariant sum of diagrams likethat shown in Figure
+ crossed
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Diagrammatic representation of the �-factorization for-mula (3) d�L(x;Q2)dzd2k == �W� Z d2��4 �S(q2)F(x;�2) (VS +AS + VP +AP ) ; (3)3)The di�erential cross section d�L;T =dzd2k to the lowest orderin pQCD has been derived in [7]722 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



Current non-conservation e�ects in ultra-high energy neutrino interactions 723where �W = g2=4�, g2 = GFm2W =p2 and F stands forthe di�erential gluon densityF(x;�2) = @G(x;�2)@ log�2 :We denoted by � and k the gluon and t-quark trans-verse momenta, respectively, and by z the fraction ofthe light-cone momentum of the W carried by the topquark.At small x it is legitimate to discuss the �N -scattering in the laboratory frame in terms of interac-tions with the target of the q�q0-pair which the light-coneW -boson transforms into at large upstream distances.The axial-vector AS and vector term VS describe theinteraction with the target of the quark-antiquark jt�bistate with the angular momentum L = 0 (S-wave),VS(mt;mb) == g2VQ2 f2Q2z(1�z)+(mt�mb)[(1� z)mt � zmb]g2 ��� 1k2 + "2 � 1(k � �)2 + "2�2 ; (4)AS(mt;mb) = g2Ag2V VS(mt;�mb);where "2 = z(1� z)Q2 + (1� z)m2t + zm2b : (5)In the charged current neutrino interactions gA == �gV = �1 and mb and mt stand for the bottom andthe top quark masses. The two terms AP and VP cor-respond to the quark-antiquark states with the angularmomentum L = 1 (P -wave) and are given byVP (mt;mb) == g2VQ2 (mt �mb)2 � kk2 + "2 � k� �(k� �)2 + "2�2 ;AP (mt;mb) = g2Ag2V VP (mt;�mb): (6)The P -wave component of the light-cone Fock state ex-pansion for the longitudinal/scalar W -boson arises en-tirely due to the current non-conservation. In the P -wave quark-antiquark state jq�q0i either quark or anti-quark has wrong helicity, the quark is right-handed orantiquark is left-handed. Normally, this con�guration issuppressed as m2q=Q2 but in our speci�c case Q2 is lim-ited (see Eq.(1)) and m2q = m2t � Q2. Therefore, to de-scribe correctly the suppression of wrong helicity statesone needs more accurate treatment. We addressed thisissue in [8, 9] and quanti�ed the CCNC e�ect in terms

of the light cone wave functions in the color dipole ba-sis. Here we reproduce and extend the results of [8, 9]making use of the momentum representation.Consider �rst the P -wave component of Eq.(3). Sep-arate the �2-integration in (3) into the soft,�2 � k2 � "2 + k2and hard, �2 & k2;regions of the gluon momentum. For soft gluons uponthe azimuthal integration we getZ d'� kk2 + "2 � k� �(k� �)2 + "2�2 ' 2��2 "4 + (k2)2(k2 + "2)4 :(7)In Eq.(3) the QCD running coupling �S(q2) entersthe integrand at the largest relevant virtuality, q2 == maxfk2;�2g: To the Double Leading Log Approxi-mation (DLLA) [10] one can take q2 = k2 and for softgluons we arrive at the fully di�erential distribution ofthe t-quark in z and k,d�PL (x;Q2)dzd2k == �W (g2A + g2V )m2tQ2 �S(k2)G(x; k2)"4 + (k2)2(k2 + "2)4 ; (8)where m2b is neglected compared to m2t . Then, goingfrom d�L=dzd2k to the longitudinal structure function,FL(x;Q2) = Q24�2�W �L(x;Q2)we �nd the soft gluon contribution to the P -wave com-ponent of FL:FPL (x;Q2)'m2t2�2 Z 10 dzZ d2k�S(k2)G(x; k2)"4 + (k2)2(k2 + "2)4 ;(9)where x = Q2 +M2W 2 +Q2 (10)and in the soft gluon approximationM2 = m2t + k2z + m2b + k21� z : (11)The full z integration can be separated into two domainszm < z < 1 and 0 < z < zm, wherezm = max�0; �1� (m2t �m2b)=Q2� =2	 : (12)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



724 R.Fiore, V.R. ZollerThe leading contribution to FPL comes fromz � 1� m2bm2t +Q2 ; (13)when the t-quark carries almost 100 per cent of the lon-gitudinalW 's momentum [8], so that for zm < z < 1 wecan make a substitution d"2 = �(Q2 +m2t )dz. ThenFPL (x;Q2) ' m2tm2t +Q2 Z "2mm2b d"2"2 �S("2)3� G(x; "2): (14)Here the hardness scale for Q2 � m2t �m2b is"2m = m2t (15)and for higher Q2 > m2t �m2b it is"2m = 14 �Q2 +m2t +m2b� �1 + (m2t �m2b)=Q2� ; (16)The CCNC also a�ects the S-wave component of thelongitudinal structure function,FL = FPL + FSL :One can see that both the S-wave and P -wave partsof FL correspond to very di�erent z-distributions. TheP -wave component is dominated by z � 1 while theS-wave term integrated over k has approximately uni-form z-distribution. A narrow peak in the S-wave z-distribution at z ! 1 rises to � (m2t + Q2)=m2b but itswidth is �z � m2b=(m2t + Q2) and this singularity doesnot a�ect the DLLA estimateFSL (x;Q2) ' 2�S("2)3� G(x; "2); (17)where "2 ' (Q2 + 2m2t )=4:We neglected here the contribution of hard gluons tothe proton longitudinal structure function. Therefore,the DLLA gives the lower estimate for FL.Then the contribution to ��N ,��N = Z sQ20 dQ2 Z 1xt dx� d�dxdQ2� ; (18)coming from the absorption of longitudinal W -bosons(we call it the CCNC contribution) can easily be esti-mated, in Eq.(18) xt = (m2t +Q2)=s, y = (m2t +Q2)=xsand s = 2mNE� . At E� = 1012GeV and for the inputgluon density G(x; k2) speci�ed in [11] this contributionappears to be equal to��NCCNC ' 0:45 � 10�31 cm2: (19)

While for the gluon density from [12] we arrive at��NCCNC ' 0:56 � 10�31 cm2: (20)For comparison, the frequently used approximation ofmassless quarks gives the total cross section ��N whichfor di�erent input gluon densities varies in a rather widerange [4]. For example, at E� = 1012GeV,0:2 � 10�31 cm2 < ��N < 1:5 � 10�31 cm2: (21)Thus, the CCNC correction to the massless ��N is com-parable with ��N .At small Bjorken x the unitarity/saturation e�ectsenter the game [13, 14]. Corresponding correction to��N was estimated in [5] as a 50 per cent e�ect. Par-ticularly, it was found that the account of the unitarityturns the charged current cross section��N ' 10�31 cm2;at E� = 1012GeV, into��N ' 0:5 � 10�31 cm2:In [5] the massless quark approximation was used. Theunitarity e�ect is known to depend on the hardness scaleof the process. The �rst higher twist correction is usu-ally estimated as [15]� �S(Q2)Q2 G(x;Q2)�R2 :It was noted above that the CCNC hardness scale ismuch \harder" than the corresponding scale for lightavors: m2t � Q2 � m2W : Therefore, the unitarity cor-rection to the CCNC component of ��N is expected tobe much smaller.Summarizing, it is shown that in the UHE neutrinointeractions the higher twist corrections brought aboutby the non-conservation of the top-bottom current dra-matically change the longitudinal structure function, FL,Eqs.(14). We started with the �-factorization formulafor the di�erential cross section d�L=dzd2k and derivedsimple and numerically accurate DLLA expression forFL. It is worth emphasizing that the appearance of thefactor m2t=(m2t +Q2) in (14) is not a property of theinteraction of t�b-dipole with the target but the prop-erty of the light-cone density of t�b-states [8]. Only rel-ative smallness of Q2 restricted by Eq.(1) prevents thecontribution of the CCNC term to ��N from vanish-ing. The rapidly rising gluon density factor provides itsadditional enhancement. We neglected here the contri-bution of hard gluons to FL. Therefore, the DLLA givesthe lower estimate for the CCNC contribution to ��N .�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010
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